Instruction Manual - 15901R Remote Receiver
Connect the power supply to 15901R and the unit will turn on automatically.
The screen as per figure 1 below will show.
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Figure 1
At first operation, it is necessary to set the time and date:1. Press “Menu” (hold for 2 second) and the Menu Page (figure 2) will appear.
2. Use “Up” and “Down” key to select “4: Time Setting” and press “Menu/Enter”.
3. Insert the correct date and time by using “Up” and “Down” then press “Menu/Enter”.
4. To store the date and time, press “Saved and Exit”.
5. If want to return to previous selection, press “Cancel”.

Figure 2
If one or more tags are activated, these will be indicated on the front screen as per figure 3.
In the example below, the following information can be derived:1. At 14:39 on 11th March, 2009, tag no. 0009 and 0002 were activated.
2. Both tags were used to protecting phone.
3. The tag that alarms latest is indicated first. Once the tag is deactivated, it will be removed from
the screen.
4. A total of 20 alarming tags can be recorded in the same instance.
5. Pass records (up to 500 recordings) can be drawn in the “Retrieve Data” menu. When memory is
full, oldest record will be discarded to make way for new.
6. The Remote Unit will alarm simultaneously with tag. By pressing “Mute” will silence the Remote
Unit but not the tag. A remote resetter is used to disarm the tag.
7. Pressing “Cancel/Alarm Exit” will stop alarm as well as deleting all record currently shown.
8. When all tags have been disarmed, the screen in figure 3 will return to that of figure 1.

Figure 3
In the “Retrieve Data” mode, this will indicate all past records, max. 500 recording before latest entry
will replace by earliest entry. Figure 4 shows past record. Press “Up” and “Down” to retrieve records.

Figure 4
In the above example, the following information is shown:1. At 14:35 on 11th March, tag no. 0003 protecting MP4 alarmed.
2. At 14:39 on same date, tag no. 0009 protecting mobile phone alarmed.
3. In the same minute as tag no. 0009, tag no. 0002 protecting mobile phone also alarmed.
Other functions on Menu Page:Delete Data: will delete all current and historical records.
Volume: adjust volume level by pressing “Up’ and “Down” then “Saved and Exit”.

Figure 5
Depending on the shop layout and environment condition, the reception of the Remote Receiver may be
better served by adding one or more Receiver Booster, figure 5. This will extend the coverage of the
Remote Receiver to ensure a stable operation.

